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Motivation

- Huge availability of data with a spatial component
- Movement data being collected through GPS receivers, mobile devices, sensors, and other technologies
- Time-stamped locations (id, x, y, t)
- Need to store and analyse movement data

Outline

- Overview
- Challenges
- Moving Objects Databases
  - Historical Moving Objects
  - Predictive Moving Objects

Overview

- Extending database technology:
  - To provide facilities in a DBMS data model for describing such entities and to extend the query language for analyzing them

- Two approaches:
  - To build a layer on top of an existing DBMS and so to map moving object representations and predicates to existing facilities of the DBMS
  - To actually extend the DBMS by providing data structures for moving objects, methods for evaluating operations, specialized indexes, join algorithms, …
Overview

• From the basic abstractions point, line and polygon

• Moving objects [Erwig, Güting, Schneider and Vazirgiannis, 1999]
  - Moving Points
    (Time-dependent location)
  - Moving Regions
    (Time-dependent shapes)

• Moving objects in unconstraint environments:
  - Not impeded by spatial constraints
  - Not interested in their spatial constraints
  - Historical moving objects and predictive moving objects

Moving Objects Databases

• Enables the user to model, store, and query the movement of moving objects over time and to ask queries about such movements in a database context [Schneider, 2009]

Challenges

• Represent the development of entities over time
• Represent objects moving right now or in the past
  - Data represented in a database generally reflect the current state of the world...
    • And the past?
      • Temporal database
      • Spatial Database
      • Spatiotemporal database
  - Positions that are continuously updated is not really feasible

Moving Objects Databases

• Moving points (type mPoint)
  - Flight (IdFlight: int; IdOrigin: int; IdDestination: int; Route: mPoint)
    SELECT I.IdFlight, J.IdFlight
    FROM Flight AS I, Flight AS J
    WHERE I.IdFlight <> J.IdFlight AND
    min(distance(I.Route, J.Route)) < 0.5

• Moving regions (type mRegion)
  - Weather (IdWeather: int; IdType: int; Area: mRegion)
    SELECT deftime(intersection(F.Route, W.Area))
    FROM Flights AS F, Weather AS W
    WHERE F.IdFlight = 'BA488' AND W.IdWeather = 'S16'

Historical Moving Objects

• Describe the temporal evolution of spatial objects in the past and are leveraged for spatiotemporal analysis

• Modeling historical moving objects in databases uses spatiotemporal data types

• Enable the user to describe the
  - Continuous
  - Dynamic
  - Time-dependent behavior and location change of spatial objects over time and to perform spatiotemporal analysis

Historical Moving Objects

• Spatiotemporal predicates [Güting and Schneider 2005]
  - Describe changing topological relationships of moving objects over time
    • Disjoint >> meet >> inside >> meet >> Disjoint
  - The temporal composition operator is indicated by >>
  - Spatiotemporal pattern
Historical Moving Objects

Research work

- Spatiotemporal query language, STQL ([Erwig and Schneider, 1999], and a visual query language, Query-By-Trace ([Erwig and Schneider, 2000, 2003].
- Data structures for moving objects ([Porasz et al., 2000].
- Spatiotemporal operations ([Cotelo-Lemio et al., 2000].
- Index structures ([Akgay et al., 2000].
- Study of similarity of trajectories ([Yanagi-sawa et al., 2003].
- ...

Future Trends

- Spatiotemporal predicates to be used as filter conditions for spatiotemporal joins and selections.
- Model for evolution of directional relationships (cardinal directions) over time:
  - How to detect directional patterns of moving objects?
  - Derive the overall cardinal direction seen from the starting point of the route?
  - Location of the worst?

Predictive Moving Objects

- Describe the predicted temporal evolution of spatial objects at the present time and in the near future.
- MOST (Moving Objects Spatio-Temporal model) ([Sista et al., 1999]) describes current and expected future movement in a database context:
  - Enables the user to keep track of a set of time-dependent locations.
  - Represent positions by a motion vector.

Predictive Moving Objects

- Introduce dynamic attributes which change their values automatically with time:
  - The dynamics is given by linear functions that describe motion vectors and avoid frequent database updates:
    - Dynamic integer and dynamic real.
    - No concept of dynamic spatial data types, so that the only option to represent a moving point is to model it as a pair (x, dynamic real, y, dynamic real).
    - Dynamic lines or regions cannot be modeled.
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